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Cambridge is a beautiful and interesting city which is a perfect spot for a weekend away, and those
interested in visiting Cambridge, exploring its world famous university and checking out its many
historical spots might be looking for hotels Cambridge.

The right hotels Cambridge will be right in the middle of the action, and will offer stylish and
affordable accommodation which is well appointed, and as well as this, hotels Cambridge should be
designed with the convenience of visitors in mind.

When taking a city break cost is always an issue, and to make a holiday more cost effective, visitors
to Cambridge could consider hotels Cambridge which offer self catering solutions, so they can cut
back on the cost of eating out.

Here at CityStay we specialise in affordable, luxury and self catering hotels Cambridge
accommodation, and unlike traditional hotels Cambridge, our apartments have kitchens and other
facilities which ensure that staying with us is as cost effective as possible.

Our hotels Cambridge accommodation ranges from chic city centre apartments with gorgeous
furniture, modern facilities and great views over Cambridge, to more traditional townhouse
accommodation, which is ideal for holidaying families or those who want a more peaceful setting.

There is much to see and do in Cambridge, from heading to the historical university or taking a boat
ride on the river, but many visitors to the city choose to indulge in a few rounds of golf. If you want to
stay in hotels Cambridge which are ideally situated for this, our Glenalmond Apartments are perfect.

These hotels Cambridge alternatives are located in one of the most desirable spots in Cambridge
and are not far from Cambridge Lakes Golf Course. As well as this, those choosing these hotels
Cambridge apartments will be close to the botanic gardens, and within just one mile of the centre of
the city.

If you are looking for alternatives to hotels Cambridge which are ideally located and affordably
priced, our range of apartments and houses is sure to have something to suit your needs and
budget.

Visit our site and find the best hotels Cambridge options for your needs.
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Mary Porter - About Author:
If you are looking for a comfortable and relaxing stay in one of the most spacious and roomy a
hotels Cambridge in the area then visit citystayuk.com. We have the finest, cosiest a Cambridge
accommodation.
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